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Millions of students and professionals worldwide have learned programming and software development with
DeitelÂ® college textbooks and professional books, LiveLessonsâ„¢ videos, e-books, REVELâ„¢ interactive
multimedia courses, online resource centers and instructor-led corporate training.
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Prentice Hall was a leading imprint in the areas of computer science, engineering, and information
technology. Along with Addison-Wesley, Prentice Hall is now a part of Pearson, the world's largest learning
company.Pearson will continue the Prentice Hall tradition of delivering trusted and quality content and
resources from the authors, creators, innovators, and leaders of technology and ...
Prentice Hall Professional | InformIT
Design aims. The differences between the programming languages C++ and Java can be traced to their
heritage, as they have different design goals.. C++ was designed for systems and applications programming
(i.e. infrastructure programming), extending the procedural programming language C, which was designed for
efficient execution.To C, C++ added support for object-oriented programming ...
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